Year 7 French Learning Journey

YEAR GROUP:

7 Learning Map

SUBJECT: French
When?

Understanding

Autumn Half Term 1  Letters of the alphabet, months,
days of the week and key calendar
dates in the French-speaking world
‘La rentrée’ Back to

Saying your name and learning
school
numbers
 Describing a classroom
 Talking about likes and dislikes
 Describing yourself and others
 Hobbies and free time
 Giving dates in French

Knowledge








Phonics-learning how to pronounce key French
sounds
Understanding grammar and different verb
endings: using the verb avoir
Using definite and indefinite articlesunderstanding masculine, feminine and plurals
Using the verb aimer and the definite article
Using adjective agreement
Understanding infinitives and regular –er verbs

Assessment







Short writing task
Listening
Reading
Grammar test

When?

Understanding

Autumn Half Term 2



‘En classe’
In class







Talking about colours and
telling the time
Saying what you think of
school subjects and why
Talking about school
uniform
Talking about a school day
Learning about a typical
French day
Using “il y a/il n’y a pas
de…”

Knowledge








Adjective agreements and position of
adjectives-gender of nouns
Learning school subjects and connectives
Using adjectives after nouns
Using new –er verbs
Listening and reading for gist
Agreeing and disagreeing

Assessment



Assessment in Summer term but
internal assessment on speaking,
listening and reading skills

When?

Understanding

Knowledge

Assessment

Internal assessment:
Spring
Half Term 1
‘Mon temps libre’
My freetime


 Talking about weather and seasons 
 Talking about which sports you

play
 Talking about what activities you
do

Learning more key French sounds
Using jouer à
Using the verb faire






Listening
Reading
Grammar
Writing

When?

Spring
Half Term 2
‘Mon temps libre’
My freetime

Understanding

Knowledge

 Discovering sport in Frenchspeaking countries
 Talking about what you like doing
 Creating an interview with a
celebrity





Using cognates and context
Using aimer + infinitive
Forming and answering questions

Assessment

Internal assessment:
Speaking and grammar

When?

Summer
Half Term 1
‘Ma vie de famille’
My family life

Understanding

Knowledge











Talking about animals
Describing your family
Describing where you live
Talking about breakfast

Using higher numbers
Using possessive adjectives “mon” and “ton”
Using the nous form of –er verbs
Using the partitive article “du/de la/del’/des”

Assessment

End of Year Assessment:





Listening
Reading
Grammar
Writing

When?

Summer
Half Term 2
‘En ville’
In town

Understanding

Knowledge

 Talking about places in a town or
village
 Saying where you go at the
weekend
 Inviting someone out
 Ordering drinks and snacks in a
café
 Saying what you are going to do
 Talking about plans for a special
weekend








Understanding prices in French
Using the verb aller
Using the verb vouloir
Using the tu and vous form of the verb
Using the near future tense with aller +
infinitive
Using 2 tenses together

Assessment

Internal assessment:
Speaking and Writing

